
 

 

1. When did Mar Henana take charge as Ramban of the School of Nissivin? 

 571 AD. 

2. After the decline of Nissivin Schoool, which schools started emerging? 

Schools of Selucia and Basos. 

3. Apart from Church-related subjects, which were the subjects taught at Nissivin School? 

Medicine, geography, and history were taught. 

4.What was the title of the assistant of Ramban in the school of Nissivin? 

Rambaitha. 

5. What was the title given to Lecturers at the School of Nissivin? 

M'qeriane. 

6. What was the lowest grade of the teaching staff at the School of Nissivin? 

M'hagiena. 

7. What is the post of M'qeriane? 

One who teaches by reading. 

8. What is the meaning of M'hagiena? 

Senior student/ thinker (equivalent to trainee staff). 

9. Who were the East Syriac Fathers who revised the statutes for the School of Nissivin? 

Mar Narsai and Mar Henana 

10. How many canons were there in statutes revised by Mar Narsai? 
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11. What is ‘Luminous eye’ according to Mar Aprem ? 

It is the inner eyes of faith. Mar Aprem considered scripture and nature as windows to truth. 

In this sacramental view, one with an eye of faith or luminous eye can only see through these 

windows to understand the truth. The revelations are hidden in the nature and in the scripture.  

12. Which are the three early prominent symbols of Ruha d'Kudsha explained by Mar 

Afrahath and Mar Aprem? 

Fire, Dove and Oil. 

13. Who are the early East Syriac fathers who gave feminine symbolism to Ruha d'Kudsha? 

Mar Aprem and Mar Afrahath. 

 

14. What is the term used to denote the invocation of Ruha d'Kudsha? 

Ruhapa (Hovering). 

15. What does Mar Aprem say about Robe of Glory in connection with Adam and Isho 

M'shiha? 

At the fall, Adam was stripped off his Robe of Glory. It was restored to every baptized 

individual by M'shiha through His Mammodisa. 

16. Which East Syriac father calls the Invocation of Ruha d'Kudsha as Brooding, as a 

feminine quality? 

Mar Aprem. 

17.  What is called Proto monasticism? 

The Mesopotamian monasticism that is distinct and independent of Egyptian monasticism. 

(Banai Qyama) 

18. Where can we find details about Bani Qyama? 

Mar Afraht’s IVth demonstration 

19 What is the term used to denote the lifestyle of Bnai Qyama? 

Ihidaya 

20. Which East Syriac Father commented that the very aim of incarnation is the deification of 

Man? 

Mar Aprem 
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